Libelle DataMasking
Cloud Edition
With Libelle DataMasking you can anonymise sensitive and personal data on
non-production systems in a DSGVO-compliant manner and work sensibly
with it. The Cloud Edition is available on the Amazon Web Services and
Microsoft Azure marketplaces and is therefore available at any time.

Quick and easily via the
Cloud Marketplaces
available. Can be used
without installation
effort.

Delivers realistic
looking and logically
correct data for
optimal tests or
training.

The anonymisation of
sensitive data offers
protection when there
is an unauthorised
data access or data
theft on non-production systems.

Works on all common
databases and can carried out overnight, due
to definable configurations.

en.libelle.com/cloud/datamasking

Anonymisation of data without
installation effort
Libelle DataMasking Cloud Edition
AWS & Azure Marketplace
New business requirements can result in the partially or completely shift of the IT landscape into the
cloud. In general, the trend is towards a hybrid IT landscape consisting of cloud and on-premises solutions.
Again you can anonymise your sensitive and personal data easily and securely with Libelle DataMasking.
These are the advantages:

On Cloud
Without any installation effort, you can integrate Libelle DataMasking into your hybrid or oncloud environment quickly and easily. Of course,
the full range of functions is also available to you
with the Cloud Edition.

Quick
Libelle DataMasking works at database level.
This allows you to anonymise up to 200,000
data entries per second. If that is not fast enough,
tables can also be anonymised in parallel.

Ease of use
Over 40 anonymisation algorithms and a
reference database with defined target values
are supplied by Libelle DataMasking as standard.
However, if you wish, you can also adapt everything as required.

   Realistic
Libelle DataMasking transforms to realistic
looking and logically correct data. You can test,
train and evaluate realistically on your nonporduction systems – without a concrete reference to a person.				

		
		
		

Want to learn more?

Get in touch

en.libelle.com/cloud/datamasking
Libelle AG
Gewerbestr. 42
70565 Stuttgart, Germany

T +49 711 / 78335-0
sales@libelle.com
www.en.libelle.com
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